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     Selective Reporting Biases in Cancer Prognostic 
Factor Studies  
    Panayiotis A.     Kyzas   ,    Konstantinos T.     Loizou   ,    John P. A.     Ioannidis    

    Background:  Nonreported and selectively reported informa-
tion and the use of different defi nitions may introduce biases 
in the literature of prognostic factors. We probed these bi-
ases in a meta-analysis of a prognostic factor for head and 
neck squamous cell cancer (HNSCC) mortality that has 
drawn wide attention — the status of the tumor suppressor 
protein TP53.  Methods:  We compared results of meta-analyses 
that included published data plus unpublished data retrieved 
from investigators; published data; and only published data 
indexed with  “ survival ”  or  “ mortality ”  in MEDLINE/ 
EMBASE, with or without standardized defi nitions. We also 
evaluated whether previously published meta-analyses on 
mortality predictors for various malignancies addressed 
 issues of retrieval and standardized information. All statis-
tical tests were two-sided.  Results:  For the 18 studies with 
1364 patients that included published and indexed data, we 
 obtained a highly statistically signifi cant association between 
TP53 status and mortality. When we used the defi nitions 
preferred by each publication, the association was stronger 
(risk ratio [RR] = 1.38, 95% confi dence interval [CI] = 1.13 to 
1.67;  P  = .001) than when we standardized defi nitions (RR = 
1.27, 95% CI = 1.06 to 1.53;  P  = .011). The addition of 13 
studies with 1028 subjects that included published but not 
indexed data reduced the observed association (RR = 1.23, 
95% CI = 1.03 to 1.47;  P  = .02). Finally, when we obtained 
data from investigators (11 studies with 996 patients) and 
analyzed it with all other data, statistical signifi cance was 
lost (RR = 1.16, 95% CI = 0.99 to 1.35;  P  = .06). Among 18 
published meta- analyses of 37 cancer prognostic factors, 13 
(72%) did not use standardized defi nitions and 16 (89%) did 
not retrieve additional  information.  Conclusions:  Selective 
reporting may spuriously infl ate the importance of  postulated 
prognostic factors for various malignancies. We  recommend 
that meta-analyses thereof should maximize retrieval of in-
formation and standardize defi nitions. [J Natl Cancer Inst 
2005;97:1043 – 55]  

     An enormous amount of data is produced on prognostic factors 
of outcomes for cancer and other diseases  ( 1 ) , and the pace is 
 accelerating as a result of discovery-driven high-throughput 
 research  ( 2 ) . Summarizing and making sense of this literature 
through meta-analyses is a daunting task  ( 3 , 4 ) . Although meta-
analyses of prognostic factors are being undertaken and published 
at an increasing rate  ( 4 ) , there are several unanswered issues about 
the validity of the literature on prognostic factors and about the 
problems that underlie prognostic evidence. In contrast to ran-
domized trials, for which the process of conducting systematic 
reviews is standardized and major biases are well recognized  ( 5 ) , 
data on prognostic factors poses poorly  understood challenges for 
those conducting meta-analyses. For example,  information on a 
specifi c prognostic relationship may be presented as a key indexed 
fi nding in one study, appear in the  “ small print ”  (i.e., is incidentally 
mentioned) in another study, not be presented at all in yet another 
study, or be mentioned but not presented with data. Moreover, 
investigators defi ne outcomes, predictors, and analyses in various 
nonstandardized ways  ( 6 ) , and this may introduce biases depend-
ing on which information is synthesized.  

  The purpose of this study was to assemble empirical evidence 
on the importance of selective reporting biases for prognostic 
evidence in malignant diseases. First, we focused on a prognostic 
factor for head and neck cancer that has received extensive 
 attention in the biomedical literature — the status of the tumor 
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suppressor protein TP53. We evaluated whether the indexed, 
published, and unpublished data gave different results and 
whether the use of standardized defi nitions instead of those 
 preferred by each publication infl uenced the fi nal inferences. 
Second, we examined whether issues of retrieval of information 
and standardization of defi nitions and analyses are adequately 
addressed across published meta-analyses of prognostic factors 
for cancer mortality.  

   S TUDIES AND  M ETHODS   

   Meta-Analysis Design and Search for Data  

  The tumor suppressor protein TP53 and its gene have been 
widely studied as regulators of carcinogenesis and cancer out-
comes  ( 7 ) . A PubMed search showed 31   899 entries for  “ p53 ”  or 
 “ TP53 ”  as of April 25, 2004. We performed a meta-analysis of 
the available evidence on whether TP53 status (as measured with 
various immunohistochemical or molecular techniques) is a pre-
dictor of mortality in patients with head and neck squamous cell 
cancer (HNSCC), a cancer for which TP53 status has been fre-
quently analyzed. We examined whether meta-analysis results 
would differ depending on the level of inclusion and standardiza-
tion of eligible data. The following three levels of information 
search were considered.  

  First, we tried to identify studies with any allusion to TP53 
status and HNSCC that were indexed with  “ mortality ”  OR 
 “  survival ”  in MEDLINE and EMBASE (last update April 2004, 
search terms for the malignancy and prognostic factor avail-
able on request from the authors). We classifi ed the identifi ed 
studies as the  “ published and indexed data. ”  We then removed 
the  “ mortality ”  OR  “ survival ”  limiting terms to obtain studies 
 classifi ed as all the  “ published data. ”  Finally, when a report sug-
gested that mortality data had been collected, but no usable data 
were  available in the publication, we communicated with the pri-
mary investigators. When there was no response within 2 months, 
a second communication attempt was made. We classifi ed the 
 additional recovered information as the  “ retrieved ”  data. When 
studies overlapped, only the largest available study was  retained.  

    Defi nitions and Standardizations  

  We used a priori defi ned standardized outcomes and defi ni-
tions for TP53 status to avoid subjective selection of outcomes 
and defi nitions across studies as much as possible  ( 6 ) . The level 
of TP53, measured by immunohistochemistry, is associated only 
modestly with TP53 mutations detected by reverse transcription –
 polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) in exons 4 – 9  ( 8 ) . When a 
study provided data for both methods, we used the immunohisto-
chemistry information. For immunohistochemistry, we defi ned 
a TP53-positive status as nuclear staining in at least 10% of tu-
mor cells or at least moderate staining in qualitative scales. This 
cutoff point is the same as the one that we used in a previous 
meta-analysis of TP53 status  ( 9 ) . If different defi nitions of a 
TP53-positive status were used, we accepted the cutoff closest to 
10%. In sensitivity analyses, we used RT-PCR data instead of 
immunohistochemistry data, when both were available.  

  The main outcome was all-cause mortality. To avoid bias that 
may arise, if investigators select the follow-up period to report 
according to the results at each follow-up period, we standard-
ized defi nitions to include 24 months of follow-up in all studies 

(because most studies had at least this much follow-up) and cat-
egorized patients as dead within 24 months or as surviving for at 
least 24 months. Cox models that allow estimation of a hazard 
ratio for the whole follow-up are not routinely presented in this 
TP53 literature. The very few patients censored before 2 years 
were counted as alive. In sensitivity analyses, these patients were 
excluded.  

  As a secondary outcome, we also recorded published informa-
tion on the presence of lymph node metastasis at the time of 
 diagnosis, which is the strongest known predictor of outcome in 
HNSCC  ( 10 ) . Lymph node metastasis was defi ned as the involve-
ment of at least one lymph node.  

    Data Extraction  

  Two authors (PK and KL) extracted data independently and 
reached a consensus on the classifi cation of all data. For each 
 report, we recorded author name, journal and year of publication, 
country of origin, sample size, staging, demographics, tumor 
 location, antibodies and cutoff points for immunohistochemistry 
analyses, exons analyzed with RT-PCR, defi nition of a TP53-
 positive status, prospective versus retrospective design, and use of 
blinding during the analysis. We created 2 × 2 contingency tables 
for 2-year survival compared with death according to TP53 status 
and for the presence of lymph node metastasis compared with its 
absence, according to TP53 status. For indexed studies, we also 
recorded the mortality data as defi ned by each published report.  

    Analysis  

  Risk ratios (RRs) for 2-year mortality associated with 
TP53 status were combined for the various levels of information 
examined (published and indexed, all published, and all pub-
lished and retrieved)  ( 11 ) . For indexed studies, we also estimated 
risk ratios for mortality according to the defi nitions preferred by 
each  report. Between-study heterogeneity was assessed with the 
 Q   statistic  ( 12 ) . Fixed effects models, such as the Mantel – Haenszel 
model  ( 12 ) , assume that differences between studies are due to 
chance. Random effects models, such as the DerSimonian and 
Laird model  ( 12 ) , allow that results may differ genuinely between 
studies. Unless stated otherwise, random effects estimates are 
 reported. We also performed subgroup analyses for blinding (theo-
retically, blinded studies are less likely to be biased), type of 
 design (prospective, retrospective, or unclear), geographic area 
(North America, Europe, or Asia), type of measurement, sample 
size, and source of data. Heterogeneity between subgroups was 
quantifi ed with the  I   2   statistic  ( 13 ) , which takes values from 0% to 
100%. The larger the value, the larger the heterogeneity; values of 
75% or higher indicate very large heterogeneity.  

  For each group of studies, we examined whether results dif-
fered between small and larger studies. This result may be a hint 
for publication bias or other biases  ( 14 ) . We assessed inverted 
funnel plots that show the natural logarithm of the risk ratio on 
the horizontal axis and the inverse standard error on the vertical 
axis  ( 15 ) , their regression equivalent  ( 14 ) , and the Begg –
  Mazumdar correlation test (considered statistically signifi cant 
for  P <.10)  ( 16 ) . We also evaluated whether adjusted estimates 
were available from the primary studies for data synthesis and 
synthesized the available data on the relationship between TP53 
status and lymph node status. Analyses were conducted with the 
SPSS package of programs, version 11.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL), 
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and Meta-Analyst (Joseph Lau, Boston, MA). All  P  values are 
from two-sided statistical tests.  

    Evaluation of Published Meta-Analyses of 
Prognostic Factors  

  Selective reporting biases may arise for any prognostic factor. 
To assess the extent to which these problems are appreciated and 
properly handled in published meta-analyses on cancer prognos-
tic factors, we identifi ed relevant English-language meta- analyses 
in MEDLINE with a search algorithm based on  “ prognosis ”  
AND  “ meta-analysis ”  AND  “ cancer. ”  We accepted meta- analyses 
that examined potential prognostic factors for any malignancy 
and examined their association with mortality. For each eligible 
meta-analysis, three independent investigators recorded the 
 author, year, journal of publication, malignancy and prognostic 
factors addressed, and whether the summary results were statisti-
cally signifi cant ( P <.05) for each prognostic factor, as reported 
by the meta-analysis authors. We also collected information on 
limiting terms posed to the literature search, efforts made to 
 retrieve additional information (unpublished data or data not 
 presented in suffi cient enough detail for quantitative synthesis), 
mentions to the amount of data not amenable to quantitative 
 synthesis, efforts made to use standardized and consistent defi ni-
tions for mortality and for the prognostic factor across studies, 
performance of tests for potential publication bias, and use of 
adjusted and/or unadjusted effects for data synthesis.  

    Contributions  

  The original idea for biases in prognostic factor meta-analyses 
was generated by J.P.A.I., and the protocol was developed 
by J.P.A.I. and P.A.K. and commented on by K.T.L.  P.A.K. and 
K.T.L. performed the data extraction on the TP53 meta-analysis, 
and all three authors performed data extraction on the published 
meta-analyses. P.A.K. and J.P.A.I. performed the statistical ana     -
lyses, and all three authors interpreted the fi ndings. P.A.K. and 
J.P.A.I. drafted the fi nal manuscript, and K.T.L. revised it critically.  

     R ESULTS   

   Eligible and Available Data for TP53 Meta-Analysis  

  We examined the full text of 116 reports addressing TP53 
 status in HNSCC. Of those, 20 were excluded because they 
 overlapped with another study. Another 17 studies with 1342 
 patients had apparently collected no clinical data on either lymph 
node involvement or mortality. Of the 79 potentially eligible 
studies  ( 17  –  95 )  with some clinical information and with 5854 
patients ( Table 1 ), 64 with 4824 patients clearly alluded to mor-
tality information. For 22 of 64 studies, even though we con-
tacted their primary investigators, we could not retrieve any 
additional data. Seventeen of the primary investigators did not 
reply at all; and fi ve responded and stated that they were not able 
to retrieve the raw data. Thus, only 42 studies with 3388 patients 
could eventually be analyzed, including 18 studies with 1364 pa-
tients that had readily available published data and survival or 
mortality as an indexed term; 13 with 1028 patients that had read-
ily available published data that were not appropriately indexed; 
and 11 studies with 996 patients that had data retrieved from the 
investigators ( Fig. 1  and  Table 2 ).      

  The 22 studies with eventually unavailable mortality data were 
not statistically signifi cantly smaller on average than the 42 stud-
ies with usable data (mean number of patients = 65.2 and 80.7, 
respectively; Mann – Whitney  P  = .90) and were not statistically 
signifi cantly more likely to use immunohistochemistry (18 of 22 
studies versus 31 of 42 studies; chi-square  P  = .47) to measure 
TP53. Published and indexed, published – not indexed, and re-
trieved studies with available mortality data did not  differ statisti-
cally signifi cantly in any characteristics ( P >.05 for all) ( Table 2 ).  

  Of the 22 studies with nonretrievable analyzable information 
on survival, TP53-negative status was claimed to be associated 
with worse 5-year survival in two studies with 104 patients. One 
study with 57 patients showed a non – statistically signifi cant 
trend in the same direction, and four studies with 511 patients 
showed at a non – statistically signifi cant trend in the opposite 
 direction. Two studies with 88 patients made no comment, and 
13 studies with 692 patients stated that there was no statistically 
signifi cant difference in survival without further details.  

  In 10 of the 18 studies with readily available and indexed data, 
investigators used defi nitions in the mortality analyses that 
 differed from those in this meta-analysis. All 10 studies used a 
follow-up of other than 2 years (i.e., 5-year survival); in one study, 
the TP53 defi nition also differed from the one we used (i.e., the 
authors used PCR instead of immunohistochemistry data).  

    Data Synthesis  

  When only the 18 published and indexed data were consid-
ered, positive TP53 status was highly statistically signifi cantly 
associated with mortality when we used the defi nitions preferred 
by each publication (risk ratio [RR] = 1.38, 95% confi dence 
 interval [CI] = 1.13 to 1.67,  P  = .001; and statistically  signifi cant 
between-study heterogeneity,  P  = .02). The strength of the rela-
tionship between TP53 status and mortality decreased when we 
used standardized, prespecifi ed defi nitions of TP53 status and 
used 2-year mortality data (RR = 1.27, 95% CI = 1.06 to 1.53, 
 P  = .01; and non–statistically signifi cant between-study hetero-
geneity,  P  = .13). When we considered published but not indexed 
survival data from 13 studies, the strength of the relationship 
 between TP53 status and mortality was reduced even more (RR = 
1.23, 95% CI = 1.03 to 1.47,  P  = .02; and statistically signifi cant 
between-study heterogeneity,  P <.001), because published but not 
indexed survival data did not show any clear association between 
TP53 status and mortality (RR = 1.13, 95% CI = 0.81 to 1.59, 
 P  = .47; and statistically signifi cant between-study heterogeneity, 
 P <.001). The data retrieved from the investigators for 11 studies 
actually showed a statistically signifi cant trend for an association 
in the opposite direction (RR = 0.97, 95% CI = 0.72 to 1.29,  P  = 
.81; and statistically signifi cant between-study heterogeneity  P  = 
.05). Finally, when all available data were considered, positive 
TP53 status was no longer associated with worse mortality (RR = 
1.16, 95% CI = 0.99 to 1.35,  P  = .06; statistically signifi cant 
 between-study heterogeneity  P <.001) ( Table 3  and  Fig. 2 ).      

    Sensitivity Analyses  

  Sensitivity analyses that excluded living patients censored 
 before 2 years of follow-up showed even less evidence for any 
prognostic association between TP53 status and mortality (for 
analyses of published and indexed data, RR = 1.14, 95% CI = 
0.93 to 1.40; for analyses of all published data, RR = 1.15, 95% 
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    Table 1.       Characteristics of eligible studies *    

         Location, No.         
  No.      % Clinical   oropharynx/    IHC cutoff   
  Author [year –  country (ref)]  analyzed  Age, y   % Male  staging I + II No. larynx  Method(s)   Antibody  point, %  Exons   Blinding 

  Sauter [1992 – USA  ( 17 ) ]   20   59 Md   NR   NR   20/0   IHC   1801   NR    —    Yes  
  Leedy [1994 – USA  ( 18 ) ]  †   56   60 Mn   70   NR   56/0   IHC   NR   >10    —    NR  
  Frank [1994 – USA  ( 19 ) ]   43   NR   NR   17   43/0   IHC   DO7   >10    —    NR  
  Ahomadegbe [1995 – France  ( 20 ) ]   65   NR   NR   NR   58/17   PCR    —     —    5 – 9   NR  
  Wilson [1995 – UK  ( 21 ) ]  †   99   NR   NR   NR   NR   IHC   DO7   >5    —    NR  
  Bradford [1995 – USA  ( 22 ) ]   178   NR   NR   NR   0/178   IHC   BP53 – 12   >20    —    Yes  
  Nadal [1995 – Spain  ( 23 ) ]   88   61 Mn   95   24   0/88   IHC   1801   >0    —    NR  
  Spafford [1996 – USA  ( 24 ) ]   66   60 Mn   NR   41   0/66   IHC   DO7     ‡      —    Yes  
  Caminero [1996 – Spain  ( 25 ) ]   106   55 Md   NR   8   106/0   IHC   M-7001   >10    —    NR  
  Chiba [1996 – Japan  ( 26 ) ]   38   63 Mn   71   50   38/0   PCR    —     —    5 – 8   NR  
  Awwad [1996 – UK  ( 27 ) ]   79   64 Mn   65   61   39/40   IHC   DO7   >0    —    Yes  
  Koch [1996 – USA  ( 28 ) ]  §   110   63 Mn   81   17   66/44   PCR    —     —    5 – 9   Yes  
  Kokoska [1996 – USA  ( 29 ) ]   70   NR   84   NR   0/70   IHC   DO1   Moderate    —    Yes  
  Kusama [1996 – Japan  ( 30 ) ]  †   57   64 Mn   72   58   57/0   IHC, PCR   1801   >5   5 – 8   NR  
  Haraf [1996 – USA  ( 31 ) ]   48   61 Md   53   29   48/0   PCR    —     —    5 – 9   NR  
  Dunphy [1997 – USA  ( 32 ) ]   36   57 Md   NR   0   32/4   IHC   BP53   >25    —    NR  
  Hirvikoski [1997 – Finland  ( 33 ) ]   99   63 Md   97   38   0/99   IHC   DO7   >20    —    Yes  
  Cutilli [1997 – Italy  ( 34 ) ]   15   NR   NR   0   15/0   PCR    —     —    NR   NR  
  Veneroni [1997 – Italy  ( 35 ) ]  ||     36   NR   83   NR   36/0   IHC   1801   >10    —    NR  
  Sommer [1997 – Norway  ( 36 ) ]  ||     64   64 Md   70   44   64/0   IHC   DO7   >10    —    Yes  
  Olshan [1997 – USA  ( 37 ) ]   27   72 Mn   74   NR   16/11   PCR    —     —    4 – 9   NR  
  Stoll [1998 – Germany  ( 38 ) ]   107   57 Mn   78   NR   107/0   IHC   Ab6   Moderate    —    NR  
  Tatemoto [1998 – Japan  ( 39 ) ]   150   67 Mn   61   38   150/0   IHC   DO7   >10    —    NR  
  Hegde [1998 – USA  ( 40 ) ]   39   NR   77   35   31/8   PCR    —     —    5 – 9   Yes  
  Mineta [1998 – Sweden  ( 41 ) ]   77   NR   NR   39   77/0   IHC, PCR   DO7   >10   5 – 8   NR  
  Pruneri [1998 – Italy  ( 42 ) ]   149   61 Mn   97   55   0/149   IHC   CM1   >10    —    NR  
  Erber [1998 – Germany  ( 43 ) ]   86   54 Md   85   24   66/20   PCR    —     —    5 – 8   NR  
  Riethdorf [1998 – Germany  ( 44 ) ]  ||     99   58 Md   NR   NR   97/2   PCR    —     —    5 – 8   Yes  
  Kaur [1998 – India  ( 45 ) ]  †   120   NR   68   NR   120/0   IHC   1801/421   >5    —    NR  
  Ma [1998 – Germany  ( 46 ) ]  †   50   58 Md   78   13 §    42/6 ¶    IHC, PCR   DO7   >5   5 – 9   NR  
  Gandour-Edwards [1998 – USA  ( 47 ) ]   50   NR   NR   NR   33/17   IHC   DO1   >10    —    NR  
  Maeda [1998 – Japan  ( 48 ) ]   45   64 Mn   62   42   45/0   PCR    —     —    5 – 8   Yes  
  Jin [1998 – USA  ( 49 ) ]   82   61 Mn   90   NR   0/82   IHC   DO7   >75    —    Yes  
  Lera [1998 – Spain  ( 50 ) ]   57   59 Md   100   16   0/57   IHC   BP23   >25    —    NR  
  Pai [1998 – Canada  ( 51 ) ]  †   86   64 Md   86   NR   0/86   IHC   DO7   >10    —    NR  
  Ibrahim [1999 – Norway  ( 52 ) ]  †   21   66 Mn   64   51   21/0   IHC   DO7   >10    —    NR  
  Yao [1999 – Japan  ( 53 ) ]   52   NR   NR   77   52/0   IHC   DO7   >5    —    NR  
  Unal [1999 – Turkey  ( 54 ) ]  †   70   52 Mn   54   54   70/0   IHC   1801   >0    —    Yes  
  Haas [1999 – Germany  ( 55 ) ]   43   57 Mn   NR   NR   36/7   IHC   BP53 – 11   >10    —    Yes  
  Pulkkinen [1999 – Finland  ( 56 ) ]  ||     66   65 Md   90   NR   0/68   IHC   DO7   >10    —    Yes  
  Taylor [1999 – USA  ( 57 ) ] §    85   NR   NR   NR   NR   IHC   DO7   >30    —    Yes  
  Welkoborsky [1999 – Germany  ( 58 ) ]   42   57 Mn   67   100   42/0   IHC   1801   >25    —    NR  
  Chomchai [1999 – USA  ( 59 ) ]   45   NR   69   18   0/45   PCR    —     —    5 – 8   NR  
  Chiang [1999 – Taiwan  ( 60 ) ]   81   NR   85   36   81/0   IHC   DO7   >10    —    NR  
  Xie [1999 – Norway  ( 61 ) ]   85   63 Mn   60   NR   85/0   IHC   DO7   >5    —    Yes  
  Fujieda [1999 – Japan  ( 62 ) ]   60   64 Mn   66   30   60/0   IHC   DO7   >10    —    Yes  
  Kurokawa [1999 – Japan  ( 63 ) ]  ||     51   NR   NR   NR   51/0   IHC   NR   >10    —    NR  
  Narayana [2000 – USA  ( 64 ) ]  ||     102   64 Md   96   100   0/102   IHC   DO7   >10    —    Yes  
  Obata [2000 – Japan  ( 65 ) ]   38   65 Mn   95   21   38/0   PCR    —     —    4 – 9   NR  
  Jeannon [2000 – UK  ( 66 ) ]   60   66 Mn   83   NR   0/60   IHC   DO7   >25    —    NR  
  Cabelguenne [2000 – France  ( 67 ) ]  †   106   59 Mn   87   27   106/0   PCR    —     —    4 – 9   Yes  
  Riedel [2000 – Germany  ( 68 ) ]  †   33   58 Mn   79   12   24/9   PCR    —     —    5 – 9   NR  
  Shima [2000 – Japan  ( 69 ) ]  †   46   65 Md   70   NR   46/0   PCR    —     —    5 – 8   NR  
  Jackel [2000 – Germany  ( 70 ) ]   68   62 Mn   91   56   0/68   IHC   DO1   >100  ‡      —    Yes  
  Ostwald [2000 – Germany  ( 71 ) ]   94   NR   81   NR   94/0   PCR    —     —    5 – 8   NR  
  Grabenbauer (2000 – Germany  ( 72 ) )   84   53 Md   79   NR   84/0   IHC   DO7   >10    —    NR  
  Lam [2000 – Hong Kong  ( 73 ) ]   56   64 Mn   80   39   56/0   IHC   DO7   >5    —    NR  
  Gonzales-Moles [2001 – Spain  ( 74 ) ]   78   63 Mn   NR   58   78/0   IHC   BP53 – 12   >25    —    NR  
  Friedman [2001 – USA  ( 75 ) ]   69   61 Mn   86   0   0/69   IHC   Ab-6   >10    —    Yes  
  Kerdpon [2001 – Thailand  ( 76 ) ]  †   106   NR   75   40   106/0   IHC   DO7   >10    —    Yes  
  Kazkayasi [2001 – Turkey  ( 77 ) ]   27   56 Mn   92   41   0/27   IHC   NR   >10    —    NR  
  Koelbl [2001 – Germany  ( 78 ) ]   88   54 Mn   84   NR   88/0   IHC   DO7   >20    —    NR  
  Alsner [2001 – Denmark  ( 79 ) ]   114   NR   78   52   77/37   PCR    —     —    5 – 9   Yes  
  Georgiou [2001 – Greece  ( 80 ) ]  ||     38   63 Mn   99   53   0/38   IHC   DO7   Moderate    —    Yes  
  Smith [2001 – USA  ( 81 ) ]  ||     56   NR   82   9   56/0   IHC   DO7   >10    —    Yes  
  Grammatica [2001 – Italy  ( 82 ) ]  ||     43   NR   NR   NR   43/0   IHC   DO7   >10    —    NR  
  Couture [2002 – Canada  ( 83 ) ]  ||     320   NR   79   NR   214/90   IHC   1801   >10    —    Yes  
  Nagler [2002 – Israel  ( 84 ) ]   55   67 Md   55   60   55/0   IHC   BP53 – 12   >10    —    NR  
  Kuropkat [2002 – USA  ( 85 ) ]   35   56 Mn   71   35#     35/0   IHC, PCR   DO1   >10   4 – 9   Yes  
  Sisk [2002 – USA  ( 86 ) ]   32   NR   NR   9   23/9   PCR    —     —    5 – 8   NR     

(Table continues)
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CI = 0.97 to 1.38; and for analyses that included all data retrieved 
from investigators, RR = 1.11, 95% CI = 0.95 to 1.29). Sensitiv-
ity analyses of studies that used data from RT-PCR instead of 
data from immunohistochemistry, when both were available, 
provided estimates similar to the main analyses (for the respec-
tive datasets, RR = 1.38, 95% CI = 1.12 to 1.71; RR = 1.30, 95% 
CI = 1.09 to 1.56; and RR = 1.21, 95% CI = 1.03 to 1.42).  

    Subgroup Analyses  

  Subgroup analyses showed a statistically signifi cant associa-
tion in studies that did not state whether they were blinded, but no 
association in blinded studies ( I   2   = 56%). Although the available 
RT-PCR data showed a statistically signifi cant association ( I   2   = 
57% compared with immunohistochemistry-derived estimates), 
this association might be spurious because all four additional RT-
PCR studies with 250 patients, for which detailed data could not 
be retrieved and included in the quantitative synthesis, claimed 
that there was no association. The overall estimates were similar 
whether we performed subgroup analyses according to primary 
tumor location ( I   2   = 37%) or immunohistochemistry cutoff ( I   2   = 
18%). Absolutely no heterogeneity was found between subgroups 
defi ned by geographic location or study design ( I   2   = 0% for both 
analyses). Prospective studies showed no association (RR = 1.01, 
95% CI = 0.71 to 1.43,  P  = .95), whereas retrospective studies 
showed a borderline statistically signifi cant association (RR = 
1.22, 95% CI = 1.00 to 1.49,  P  = .05) ( Table 3 ).  

    Bias, Adjusted Analyses, and Lymph Node 
Status Analyses  

  The estimates provided by larger, more precise indexed stud-
ies were more conservative than those provided by smaller 
 indexed studies, as refl ected in the asymmetric funnel plot of the 
data ( Fig. 3, A ,  P  = .09 for the regression equivalent test; and 
 P  = .13 for the correlation test, correlation coeffi cient = .26). 
The asymmetry decreased when all published data were con-
sidered ( Fig. 3, B ,  P  = .13; and  P  = .56, correlation coeffi cient = 
 – .07, respectively) and disappeared when all retrieved data were 
also included ( Fig. 3, C ,  P  = .98; and  P  = .35, correlation coeffi -
cient =  – .10, respectively).    

  Some information on adjusted analyses for the association 
 between TP53 status and mortality was given in 18 of the 42 ana-
lyzed studies and in six of the 22 studies with nonretrievable 
 analyzable information. However, 13 studies provided only a 
 P  value or a statement of whether or not the association was 
 statis tically signifi cant. In the 11 studies that provided adjusted 
 estimates of the association between TP53 status and mortality, 
the adjusting variables were never the same across studies. 
Lymph node stage was the most commonly used adjusting 
 parameter, and it was used in only fi ve studies.  

  Positive TP53 status was also statistically signifi cantly 
 associated with the presence of lymph node metastasis when we 
analyzed the 39 studies with published data (RR = 1.17, 95% CI = 
1.08 to 1.27,  P <.001; and statistically signifi cant between-study 

   Table 1       (continued).     

        Location, No.       
  No.      % Clinical   oropharynx/    IHC cutoff   
  Author [year –  country (ref)]  analyzed  Age, y   % Male  staging I + II No. larynx  Method(s)   Antibody  point, %  Exons   Blinding 

  Geisler [2002 – USA  ( 87 ) ]   171   60 Mn   79   36 **    116/55   IHC   DO7   >50    —    Yes  
  Tabor [2002 – Netherlands  ( 88 ) ]  †   23   59 Mn   65   9   23/0   PCR    —     —    5 – 9   NR  
  Khademi [2002 – Iran  ( 89 ) ]  †   53   60 Md   81   6   53/0   IHC   DO7   >10    —    NR  
  Takes [2002 – Netherlands  ( 90 ) ]  †   105   59 Mn   70   NR   69/36   IHC   DO7   >15    —    NR  
  Teppo [2003 – Finland  ( 91 ) ]   98   67 Mn   85   56   0/98   IHC   DO7   >10    —    Yes  
  Vora [2003 – India  ( 92 ) ]   84   NR   92   25   84/0   IHC   DO7   >0    —    Yes  
  Vielba [2003 – Spain  ( 93 ) ]   62   NR   NR   37   0/62   IHC   DO7   >5    —    NR  
  De Vicente [2004 – Spain  ( 94 ) ]   91   60 Mn   77   41   91/0   IHC   DO7   >10    —    Yes  
   Jayasurya [2004 – India  ( 95 ) ]  ||     121   60 Mn   59   35   121/0   IHC   DO7/240   >10    —    Yes   

  *  Mn = mean; Md = median; NR = not reported; PCR = polymerase chain reaction; IHC = immunohistochemistry;  —  = no data. 
  †   No specifi c allusion to mortality .
    ‡   Percentage of cancer cells with positive immunostaining × intensity of the immunostaining. 
  §   Unclear whether Koch  ( 28 )  and Taylor  (57)  partly or fully overlap; analyses excluding one of the two yield similar results (not shown). 
    ||   Retrieved data. 
   ¶No data for two patients. 
        # No data for four patients. 
   **  No data for three patients.    

1364 996

Published
and Indexed

18 Studies

Published,
not Indexed

13 Studies

Retrieved from
Investigators

11 Studies

Data known to exist,
Mortality Alluded,
but not Retrieved

22 Studies 

Data known to exist,
no specific Mortality

Allusion, not Retrieved

15 Studies 

1028 1436 1030

Data without Allusion
to their existence,

totally Unpublished

      Fig. 1.     Number of patients for each type of data considered 
in the meta-analysis of TP53 status and the risk of death 
in patients with head and neck squamous cell cancer.      
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heterogeneity). Subgroup analyses are listed in  Table 4 . We found 
a statistically signifi cant difference between the estimates pro-
vided by large, more precise studies and those provided by 
smaller studies (for the regression analysis,  P  = .01; for the 
 correlation test  P  = .04. correlation coeffi cient = .24;  Fig. 3, D ).    

    Published Meta-Analyses of Prognostic Factors for 
Various Cancers  

  Among 593 entries obtained by the initial search, our screening 
strategy identifi ed 18 English-language meta-analyses  ( 96  –  113 )  
that targeted potential predictors of mortality in various malignant 
diseases ( Table 5 ). Most analyzed prognostic factors (28 [76%] of 

the 37 factors) were eventually found to be statistically signifi cantly 
associated with mortality. Although only two (5%) of the 37 meta-
analyses explicitly used  “ survival ”  as a limiting term in the search 
algorithm, 16 of the 18 stated that the presentation of survival data 
in the text was considered as an  eligibility criterion. Language was 
used as a limiting term in 12 (67%) of the 18 meta-analyses. Only 
two (13%) of the 18 meta-analyses stated an effort to retrieve data 
from the primary investigators, and only one of them actually 
 presented the number of patients for whom data were retrieved. 
One of these two meta-analyses also presented the number of 
 patients for whom informative data existed, but these data could not 
be retrieved. Another nine meta-analyses reported on the number of 
studies with eligible but not evaluable data; however, defi ning 

    Table 3.       Risk ratio for association between TP53 status and death rate in 24 months *    

    Levels of    No. of studies    Random effects risk     Fixed-effects risk   
synthesized information (No. of patients) ratio estimates (95% CI)   Q  ( P  value)  ratio estimates (95% CI)

  All   42 (3388)   1.16 (0.99 to 1.35)   84.14  †   (<.001)   1.13 (1.03 to 1.25)    
     All published   31 (2392)   1.23 (1.03 to 1.47)   61.23  †   (<.001)   1.20 (1.06 to 1.34)  
      Published and indexed   18 (1364)   1.27 (1.06 to 1.53)   23.57 (.13)   1.23 (1.06 to 1.43)  
      Published, not indexed   13 (1028)   1.13 (0.81 to 1.59)   35.22  †   (<.001)   1.19 (0.99 to 1.42)  
     Retrieved   11 (996)   0.97 (0.72 to 1.29)   18.17  †   (.05)   0.98 (0.81 to 1.19)  
  Blinding              
     Stated   20 (1980)   1.05 (0.86 to 1.28)   35.68  †   (.01)   1.05 (0.92 to 1.20)  
     Not stated   22 (1408)   1.32 (1.06 to 1.65)   40.20  †   (.007)   1.29 (1.11 to 1.50)  
  Design              
     Prospective   6 (564)   1.01 (0.71 to 1.43)   11.06  †   (.05)   0.98 (0.78 to 1.22)  
     Retrospective   31 (2386)   1.22 (1.00 to 1.49)   66.64  †   (<.001)   1.19 (1.06 to 1.35)  
     Unclear   5 (438)   1.18 (0.91 to 1.53)   6.62 (.15)   1.17 (0.88 to 1.54)  
  Geographic Area              
     North America   14 (1318)   1.18 (0.97 to 1.43)   17.36 (.18)   1.15 (0.98 to 1.35)  
     Europe   21 (1567)   1.23 (0.96 to 1.57)   47.04 †  (<.001)   1.20 (1.03 to 1.39)  
     Asia   7 (503)   0.97 (0.63 to 1.51)   16.90 †  (.009)   0.97 (0.76 to 1.24)  
  Method              
     IHC   31 (2789)   1.12 (0.93 to 1.34)   66.13  †   (<.001)   1.12 (1.00 to 1.26)  
      Cutoff = 10%   20 (1775)   1.19 (0.96 to 1.48)   38.94  †   (.004)   1.20 (1.05 to 1.39)  
      Other cutoff   11 (1014)   0.95 (0.68 to 1.33)   24.13  †   (.007)   0.95 (0.78 to 1.15)  
     PCR   12 (657)   1.46 (1.10 to 1.95)   20.57  †   (.03)   1.30 (1.06 to 1.58)  
  Location              
     Oropharynx   20 (1353)   1.23 (0.98 to 1.55)   43.54  †   (<.001)   1.21 (1.05 to 1.40)  
      Larynx   13 (1046)   0.93 (0.64 to 1.34)   22.44  †   (.03)   0.91 (0.73 to 1.14)    

   *  CI = confi dence interval; IHC = immunohistochemistry; PCR = polymerase chain reaction;  Q  =  Q  statistic. 
    †    P <.10 for between-study heterogeneity by the chi-square – based  Q  statistic.   

    Table 2.       Characteristics of eligible studies for meta-analysis of TP53 status in head and neck cancer *    

         No. of studies that addressed survival (No. of patients)            

     Published    Published,     No. of studies with published     
 Characteristic   All   All available  and indexed not indexed  Retrieved  lymph node data (No. of patients)

  Total   64 (4824)   42 (3388)   18 (1364)   13 (1028)   11 (996)   39 (2641)  
  Blinding                    
     Stated   30 (2616)   20 (1980)   7 (711)   5 (403)   8 (866)   10 (863)  
     Not stated   34 (2208)   22 (1408)   11 (653)   8 (625)   3 (130)   29 (1778)  
  Method                    
     IHC   49 (3975)   31 (2789)   12 (1030)   9 (862)   10 (897)   26 (1905)  
      Cutoff 10%   28 (2292)   20 (1775)   6 (434)   4 (444)   10 (897)   14 (979)  
      Other cutoff   21 (1683)   11 (1014)   6 (596)   5 (418)    —    23 (1587)  
     PCR   16 (907)   12 (657)   7 (392)   4 (166)   1 (99)   14 (786)  
  Location                    
     Oropharynx   32 (2102)   20 (1353)   8 (593)   5 (290)   7 (470)   22 (1411)  
     Larynx   18 (1426)   13 (1046)   3 (273)   7 (567)   3 (206)   5 (364)  
     Both   14 (1296)   9 (989)   7 (498)   1 (171)   1 (320)   12 (866)  
  Sample size per study                    
      ≥ 100 subjects   11 (1630)   11 (1630)   5 (659)   3 (426)   3 (545)   4 (453)  
      <100 subjects   53 (3194)   31 (1758)   13 (705)   10 (602)   8 (451)   35 (2188)    

   *  IHC = immunohistochemistry; PCR = polymerase chain reaction;  —  = no study.   
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 studies with eligible but not evaluable data was limited to studies 
that reported survival data in a nonusable form, and studies that 
clearly had collected follow-up information but did not present 
 survival data at all in their publications were not considered.    

  Only fi ve (28%) of the 18 meta-analyses used a standardized 
follow-up time, and only one (6%) attempted to use a standard-
ized defi nition for the expression of the prognostic factor to the 
extent possible. None, however, converted the data from all 
 studies to exactly the same defi nition. Five (28%) of the 18  papers 
considered the possibility of publication bias. The applied test 
was statistically signifi cant in three of them; another study 
claimed a symmetric funnel plot, whereas the data showed the 
contrary. Five meta-analyses used adjusted estimates from the 
primary studies, and 13 meta-analyses apparently used unad-
justed estimates. No meta-analysis performed separate analyses 
for both adjusted and unadjusted estimates.  

     D ISCUSSION   

  Selective reporting has the potential to threaten the validity of 
the literature on postulated prognostic factors. In our case study, 
readily accessible published data would have been misleading 

because it indicated that TP53 status is a strong prognostic factor 
for outcome of HNSCC. When we made no effort to standardize 
data across studies but rather relied only on the defi nitions used 
in each publication, we found that the association was particu-
larly strong, reaching a  P  value of .001. When we standardized 
the defi nitions of TP53 status and outcomes and retrieved addi-
tional information that was mentioned in only a cursory fashion 
or was not published at all, the statistical signifi cance of the as-
sociation was abrogated. We should caution that the confi dence 
intervals of the risk ratio for readily indexed, nonindexed, and 
unpublished retrievable information overlapped. However, we 
believe that readily available information on prognostic factors 
may be the tip of the iceberg and that  superfi cial perusal of the 
literature may lead to erroneous  conclusions.  

  An overview of meta-analyses on prognostic factors revealed 
that the use of nonstandardized information is almost ubiquitous 
in meta-analyses and typically only readily presented data are 
used. Thus, most meta-analyses of prognostic factors published 
to date appear to be susceptible to the biases that we observed for 
the association between TP53 and HNSCC.  

  Potential publication bias is a problem across biomedical 
 research  ( 5 , 14 , 15 ) . Bias diagnostics may suggest the existence of 
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      Fig. 2.     Meta-analysis of the association between TP53 status and the risk of death at 2 years. Each study is shown by the name of the fi rst author and the risk ratio with 
95% confi dence intervals. RR is shown with  open circle  and 95% CI with  continuous line . Summary risk ratio and 95% confi dence intervals (according to random 
effects calculations) are also shown: RR is shown with  solid diamonds  and 95% CI with  continuous line . Data are separated into published and indexed; published 
but not indexed; and retrieved. For CIs that extend beyond the visible range,  arrows  have been placed.      
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this problem, when large studies differ in their results from 
smaller studies, but these diagnostics are neither very sensitive 
nor specifi c  ( 114 ) . Moreover, given the plethora of candidate pre-
dictors and outcomes, extensive prognostic analyses may be gen-
erated by a study team  ( 115 ) , but only a fraction of those analyses 
may be published and even fewer of those analyses may be re-
ported in adequate detail. Investigators may select defi nitions of 
outcomes and prognostic factors that yield most impressive, 

 statistically signifi cant results  ( 6 ) . Selective reporting and pre-
sentation bias are not uncommon even in randomized trials  ( 116 ) , 
but they may be even more prominent in the prognostic factor 
literature. Prognostic factor studies are increasing rapidly across 
various biomedical fi elds, and thousands of articles are published 
for various predictors of the outcome of malignant diseases. In 
this TP53 meta-analysis, an exhaustive search showed that half 
of the studies that defi nitely had collected survival data failed to 
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      Fig. 3.     Inverted funnel plots of the relation between 
risk ratios for survival and 1/standard error (1/SE). 
Inverted funnel plots show a measure of the effect size 
on the horizontal axis and a measure of the precision 
of the estimate on the vertical axis. Asymmetry may 
signal publication bias, other biases, or other sources of 
heterogeneity. ( A ) Published and indexed studies. ( B ) 
All published studies. ( C ) All studies with published or 
retrieved data. ( D ) Published studies with data for lymph 
node metastasis at the time of diagnosis.      

    Table 4.       Risk ratio for association between TP53 status and lymph node status*   

       Studies    Random-effects risk     Fixed-effects risk     
 (No. of patients) ratio estimates (95% CI)   Q  ( P  value)  ratio estimates (95% CI)

  Total   39 (2641)   1.17 (1.08 to 1.27)   50.63  †   (<.001)   1.25 (1.15 to 1.35)  
  Survival not retrieved/LN data only   16 (1224)   1.23 (1.06 to 1.43)   17.09  ‡   (.3)   1.29 (1.2 to 1.49)  
  No survival data apparently/LN data only   20 (1266)   1.16 (1.04 to 1.29)   25.61  ‡   (.14)   1.21 (1.10 to 1.34)  
  Blinding              
     Stated   10 (863)   1.15 (1.02 to 1.30)   7.40  ‡   (.59)   1.16 (1.01 to 1.34)  
     Not Stated   29 (1778)   1.18 (1.06 to 1.32)   43.23  † (.03)     1.29 (1.17 to 1.42)  
  Method              
     IHC   26 (1905)   1.22 (1.09 to 1.37)   43.20  †   (.03)   1.31 (1.19 to 1.44)  
      Cutoff = 10%   14 (979)   1,27 (1.05 to 1.55)   30.80  †  (.003)   1.40 (1.21 to 1.62)  
      Other cutoff   12 (926)   1.19 (1.09 to 1.28)   16.23  ‡   (.8)   1.19 (1.08 to 1.30)  
     PCR   14 (786)   1.04 (0.93 to 1.17)   10.23  ‡   (.67)   1.07 (0.94 to 1.22)  
  Location              
     Oropharyngeal SCC   22 (1411)   1.20 (1.06 to 1.37)   33.98  †   (.03)   1.30 (1.16 to 1.45)  
      Laryngeal SCC   5 (364)   1.23 (0.63 to 2.42)   7.23  ‡   (.12)   1.43 (0.98 to 2.09)    

   *  CI = confi dence interval; LN = lymph node; IHC = immunohistochemistry; PCR = polymerase chain reaction; SCC = squamous cell carcinoma. 
    †    P <.1 for between-study heterogeneity in the chi-square – based  Q  statistic. 
    ‡    P >0.1 for between-study heterogeneity in the chi-square – based  Q  statistic.   
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 provide information that would be suffi cient for any additional 
analysis. Differential measurement error through lack of blinded 
measurements and the fl exible use of defi nitions for outcome mea-
surements and cutoff points for interpretation of prognostic mark-
ers can  introduce additional bias and create spurious fi ndings 
 ( 1 , 117 ) . In fact, many prognostic studies target outcomes other 
than  mortality, and these outcomes can be susceptible to selective 

choice of defi nitions. Even mortality, the most defi nitive clinical 
endpoint possible, may occasionally be manipulated (e.g., with 
cause-specifi c deaths, including different variants of nonlethal 
disease progression, or with variable censoring  methods).  

  In the absence of a single large study, these defi ciencies may 
be overcome by prospective registration of data on specifi c 
prognostic factors and by meta-analyses of prospectively 

    Table 5.       Characteristics of evaluated meta-analyses of prognostic factors for various malignancies *    

                   Prognostic factor   Limiting search terms Standardization   

 Author (ref),    (No. of studies/   Other    Data    No. nonretrieved  
year of publication  Malignancy  statistical signifi cance)  Survival  (specifi c) retrieval studies/No. patients  Mortality   Predictor   PB test 

  Meert et al.    Lung cancer   EGFR (11/NS)   No   Yes (EFL)   No   5/625  †     No   No   No  
  ( 96 ) , 2002
  Meert et al.    Lung cancer   MVD (23/S)   No   Yes (EFL)   No   9/779  †     No   No   No  
  ( 97 ) , 2002
  Meert et al.    Lung cancer   HER-2 (21/S)   No   Yes (EFL)   No   9/1024  †     No   No   No  
  ( 98 ) , 2003
  Pakos et al.    Osteosarcoma   Pgp (8/S)   No   No   Yes   No data   Yes   Yes   Yes  
  ( 99 ) , 2003
  Caro et al.    Cancer (various)   Anemia (60/S)   Yes   No   No   No data   No   No   Yes  
  ( 100 ) , 2001
  Huncharek et al.    NSCLC   TP53 (8/S)   No   Yes (EL)   No   1/31  †     Yes   No   No  
  ( 101 ) , 2000
  Mitsudomi et al.    NSCLC   TP53 (43/S)   No   Yes (EL)   No   14/?  †     Yes   No   Yes  
  ( 102 ) , 2000
  Martin et al.    Lung cancer   Bcl-2 (25/NS)   No   Yes (EFL)   No   3/459  †     No   No   No  
  ( 105 ) , 2003
  Uzzan et al.    Breast cancer   MVD (33/S)   No   Yes (EFGL)   Yes   14/1196  †     No   No   No  
  ( 106 ) , 2004
  Funke et al.    Cancer (various)   BMM (20/S)   No   Yes (N>20)   No   No data   No   No   No  
  ( 107 ) , 1998
  Choma et al.    NSCLC   DNA (35/S)   No   No   No   7/?  ‡     No   No   No  
  ( 108 ) , 2001
  Steels et al.    Lung cancer   TP53 (56/S)   No   Yes (EFL)   No   18/?  †     No   No   No  
  ( 109 ) , 2001
  Huncharek et al.    NSCLC   K-ras (8/S)   No   Yes (EL)   No   4/?  †     Yes   No   No  
  ( 110 ) , 1999
  Vanteenkiste et al.    Lung cancer   N stage (5/S),    No   Yes (EL)   No   No data   Yes   No   No  
  ( 103 ) , 1998  T stage (11/S), 
  histologic type  
  (16/S), MLN (12/S), 
  resection (7/NS)
  Riley et al.   Neuroblastoma   MYCN (151/S),    No   Yes (EL)   No   No data   No   No   No  
   ( 104 ) , 2004  DNA (44/S), Chr 1p 
  (40/S), VMA (36/NS), 
  HVA (26/NS), 
  VMA/HVA (20/NS), 
  TrkA (16/S), NSE 
  (28/S), LDH (26/S), 
  ferritin (33/S), 
  MRP (16/S)
  Riley et al.    Ewing sarcoma   LDH (15/S), NSE    No   No   No   No data   No   No   Yes  
  ( 111 ) , 2003  (12/S), S-100 (4/NS), 
  cytokeratin (3/S), 
  Leu-7 (6/NS), 
  CD99 (5/NS)
  Ryu et al.    Breast cancer   Body mass    Yes   Yes (EL)   No   No data   No   No   Yes  
  ( 113 ) , 2001  index (12/S)
   Pharoah et al.   Breast cancer   TP53 (11/S)   No   No   No   No data   No   No   No    
   ( 114 ) , 1999

   *  S = statistically signifi cant association with mortality risk ( P <.05); NS = not statistically signifi cant association with mortality risk ( P  ≥ .05); PB = publication bias; 
EL = English language; EFL = English or French language; EFGL = English or French or German language; EGFR = epidermal growth factor receptor; MVD = microves-
sel density; Her-2 = Her-2/neu dominant gene; TP53 = tumor protein 53 and its gene; Bcl-2 = B-cell lymphoma-2 gene; K-ras = K-ras oncogene; Pgp = P-glycoprotein; 
BMM = bone marrow micrometastases; DNA = DNA index; MLN = mediastinal lymph nodes; Chr 1p = chromosome 1p; VMA = vanylmandelic acid; HVA = hydrated 
mandelic acid; TrkA = nerve growth factor receptor; NSE = neuron-specifi c enolase; LDH = lactate dehydrogenase; MRP = multidrug resistance/ associated protein;  
S-100 = S-100 protein; Leu-7 = leukocyte surface antigen 7; CD99 = cluster designator 99; MYCN = MYCN oncogene; ? = total number of patients not stated. 

    †   Survival data were not reported in suffi cient detail to be included in quantitative synthesis (eligible but not evaluable) and did not count studies with clinical 
 follow-up but no presentation of survival data. 

    ‡   Data with clinical follow-up, without presentation of survival data in the text.   
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 collected individual-level data  ( 118 ) . Some fi elds are already 
moving  toward standardized reporting and archiving. Standard-
ization is particularly important for discovery-driven research, 
where hundreds or  thousands of potential molecular predictors 
may be measured in minimal time  ( 119 ) . Yet comprehensive reg-
istration often will not be feasible. Because prognostic factors 
are easy to probe in clinical samples without any requirements 
for rigorous study design, many investigators will continue to 
generate data, and much of the data will remain unpublished or 
will be selectively presented.  

  Our study had several limitations. It is almost certain that 
some pertinent information could not be retrieved, and it is not 
possible to know the effect of including these missing data. 
Moreover, despite our efforts to standardize data, complete 
 standardization was not feasible. It was not possible, for  example, 
to synthesize standardized information on hazard ratios or to fi nd 
data with the same TP53 cutoff across all studies. These limita-
tions point to the unavoidable problems that other meta-analyses 
of prognostic factors are likely to face, even with the best of 
 intentions and efforts.  

  Given these unavoidable biases, meta-analyses of the prog-
nostic literature offer an opportunity to scrutinize the possible 
extent of bias and uncertainty. This type of investigation is even 
more important than arriving at summary estimates  ( 120 ) . Our 
results indicate that the conduct and reporting of prognostic meta-
analyses need to be improved  ( 121 ) . Otherwise, meta-analyses 
may spuriously shrink the confi dence intervals of biased  fi ndings. 
Searches should be broad, including as many studies, because 
much of the relevant information from the analyses may be bur-
ied in the small print or barely alluded to in the published papers. 
Efforts to retrieve additional unpublished information are strongly 
recommended. It would be useful to know how much informa-
tion is missing at a minimum, and it may be prudent to contact all 
investigators who are known to work in the wider fi eld. 
 Standardization of outcomes and prognostic factors across stud-
ies may further reduce bias. Bias diagnostics should be  performed, 
but they are not defi nitive.  

  Finally, a prognostic marker may be of scientifi c interest but 
may be clinically useless if the conveyed prognostic information 
has also been captured by other prognostic factors that are more 
easily assessed. For example, the prognostic association between 
some molecular markers and mortality may be entirely mediated 
through parameters such as lymph node involvement or tumor 
size. Our empirical evaluation suggests that properly and consis-
tently adjusted estimates are the exception in the prognostic 
 factor literature and in meta-analyses thereof. Incorporation of 
molecular and other predictors into clinical practice should 
 require large-scale validation in both unadjusted and adjusted 
analyses.  

  We conclude that major reporting biases may be operating in 
the literature of prognostic markers for cancer outcomes. Unless 
they are recognized and dealt with appropriately, these biases 
may create a spurious knowledge base  (122)  of cancer predictors 
that may be of no use and may be potentially harmful.  
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